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The Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG where you become the lord of an overworld. It features a
wide, over-the-top fantasy world, characters of all shapes and sizes and limitless choices. Various
monsters and human foes await you in the Lands Between, and you must find your way through. ●
Idle Features: - An over-the-top fantasy world - The Land Between is a vast, over-the-top fantasy
world, where monsters, a variety of environments, and obstacles spring up before you. - Characters
of all shapes and sizes -The characters in the world are developed in a more realistic fashion as they
change depending on the NPC to interact with. You can even go to visit your mother in your
hometown. - ● Lively and beautiful battles - You can wield a variety of weapons and magic at the
ready. You can feel the strength of your battle abilities as you battle monstrous enemies in a real
sense. - ● Various choices - You can solve various situations using a variety of choices. You can
make your own way in the overworld, or you can follow in the footsteps of others. - ● Various eras -
Take on the role of a lord by changing the eras in which you live. You can live in an era in which the
power of the Elden Ring is at its highest, or you can change to a more peaceful era. - ●
Achievements - Different achievements are available depending on how you play. Find the
achievements you want by using your wide-ranging skills. - ABOUT GAMESTAR: Gamestar is a
developer and publisher of information technology. Gamestar creates games and also develops
games for other companies. Gamestar creates a game product that is enjoyable and stimulating. To
learn more about Gamestar, visit ● Facebook : ● Twitter : PRODUCT INFORMATION: SPECIAL NOTE
ON DRAMATICALLY INCREASED PRICES FOR EU PLAYERS 1. The EU price was increased from 300,000
KRW to 800,000 KRW due to the tax surcharge implemented due to the Greek crisis. 2. At the same
time, the EU prices for the Japanese

Features Key:
Elden Ring
A visit to the Lands Between
A multilayered story brought to life

Find Us at:

Watch the game at youtube

Additional Optional Content:

• Elden Ring Portable version

• Blitz, MTG, Monster Hunter, Puzzle & Dragons Universal characters collection
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